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Marian Year Pilgrimage Set For April 4 
Churches To Be Visited 
;;;~~~y~;~;~f. f~~ FAMILY LIFE INSTITUTE TO OPEN TONIGHT; 
~~~~;:F:~::s~·~i:~~ ARMORY TALKS HONOR FORMER XU HEAD 
in honor of the Marian Year. 
The students will leave the 
Xavier campus in chartered bus-
es. at 1:30 p. m. Immaculata 
Church on Mt. Adams, St. Mary's 
Church at 13th and Clay Streets 
and St. Mary's Cathedral in Cov-
ington will be visited by the pil-
grimage. All of these churches 
have been designated by the lo-
cal ordinary as Marian Shrines 
during the current Marian Year. 
By making the pilgrimage, 
students may gain a plenary in-
dulgence, under the usual con-
ditions. 
All students who are interested 
in joining the pilgrimage may 
register at the switchboard in 
Hinkle Hall or at the offices of 
Rev. Francis T. Dietz, S.J., stu-
dent counselor. The individual 
fare on the buses is 50 cents. 
Retreat Obligation 
Remains For 380 
There are still approximately 
380 students who have not ful-
filled their retreat requirements, 
announced Rev. Francis T. Deitz, 
S.J., this week. Two week-end 
campus retreats remain; one 
starting this afternoon and the 
other beginning next Friday, 
Apr. 2. All those students who 
have still not fulfilled their re-
treat obligations by April 12 will 
be obliged to make the large 
Students Notice? 
The students on campus are re-
minded that they must make 
their retreats before Easter, Apr. 
15. The sanction for failure to 
cqmply with this rule will be 
sdspension from classes for the 
week Apr. 26 through 30, It wJll 
be noticed that the week of sus-
pension has been changed from 
the week after Easter to the 
second week after Easter. 
campus retreat during the first 
three days of Holy . Week. The 
retreat for non-Catholic students 
is scheduled for Apr. 3. 
Student on-campus retreats will 
be held on the weekends begin-
ning Mar. 26 and Apr. 2 in the 
Elet Hall Chapel. Students in-
tending to attend one of these 
retreats are urged to sign up 
soon, since the groups will be 
necessarily small. 
Seniors Near Gift Goal 
Jim Powers, senior class presi-
dent, has announced that $891.00 
of the pledged goal of $1,777.00 
to pay for the gift to the Uni-
versity by the class of '54 has 
been contributed. 
He commended Pat Driscoll 
and his ten-man group for hav-
ing achieved its pledged goal of 
$101.00. He urged the rest of the 
senior class to follow the ex-
. ample of the Driscoll Committee 
by meeting their obligation since 
pledges must be honored by the 
end of Lent. 
Honored and Honoring 
Very Rev. Celestin Steiner, S.J. !Ur. Robert F. Cissell 
"Gripes" New Co11nc.il F·eature; 
Co11strt1ctive Criticisms Sot1ght 
Last Monday's meeting of 
Student Council was the oc-
casion of the second student 
"gripe session." This idea was 
introduced by Council in an 
effort to get constructive criti-
cism for the events which it spon-
sors and to answer some of the 
objections which the students 
have toward the Council. 
One of the. main points in 
question at the first session was 
the setting of the annual Junior 
Prom because of the limited 
dancing space available. One 
student wanted Council to pub-
lish · its financial report weekly 
to satisfy the needs of interested 
students. Rev. Patrick H. Ratter-
man, S.J., moderator, pointed out 
that such a report is in his office 
at any time for student refer-
ence. A suggestion that classical 
music as a student endeavor be 
promoted was received with en-
couragement. 
Collars In Cafeteria 
Because of the number of stu-
dents with complaints and sug-
gestions, the "gripe session" was 
Sociality Organized 
For Lay Faculty 
Under the guidance of Rev. 
John J. Wenzel, S.J., who up to 
this time, has devoted his full 
time effort to the Sodality of the 
student body, a new Sodality for 
members of the lay faculty is 
being formed. 
The first organizational meet-
ing of the group took place Fri-
day, Mar. 19, in the Cash Mem-
orial Room of Logan Hall. At 
this meeting there were 22 mem-
bers of the lay faculty who made 
known their interest in member-
ship.. Meetings will be held on 
the first and third Fridays of 
each month. 
ex'tended to this past Monday. 
At that time Council heard the 
suggestion that dormitory stu-
dents improve their attire in the 
cafeteria for at least one meal 
each day. The innovaters, for the 
most, in effect suggested that 
Council legislate this as part of 
a program "to add some finish 
and propriety to the students." 
They also felt that this custom 
would also add to the enjoyment 
of meals and eventually spread 
as a custom among the entire 
student body. 
Out Of Jurisdiction 
Various members of Council 
answered that, while the idea 
had some good points, it was not 
in the province of Student Coun-
cil to legislate for one group of 
students, especially since it was 
not known whether or not the 
majority of the student body was 
in favor. lt was pointed out that 
the matter should be taken up 
before the Dormitory Council. 
President Vito Decarlo, at the 
conclusion of the meeting, stated 
that the Council would treat all 
suggestions and complaints of the 
students at every meeting under 
the heading of "New Business." 
Council Shows Profits 
At Monday's Council meeting, 
there was also presented an in-
complete financial report. This 
year's gain on all activities is 
approxmately $400 ahead of last 
year's total assets. Total assets 
to date amount to $1626.69. As a 
source of income, the Mardi Gras 
drive contributed the most, net-
ting Council $636. Other events 
of the 1953-54 activities which 
netted sizeable gains were the 
Freshman Dance and the Home-
coming Dance. Respectively, they 
gained $134 and $244 more than 
last year. Many other activities 
also netted subi;tantial profits for 
the Student Council. 
Fl'. Steine,., F,.. Maguire, Othe1· Notctble Figures 
Appem· To Discuss Topic Of 'Family Ancl Parish' 
By Torn Kcrver, News illmwgillg Eclitor 
Beginning this evening, and extending through Sunday, 
Mar. 28, the Xavier University Family Life Institute will 
sponsor its seventh annual Family Life Conference in the Ar-
mory. The entire program will again this year be under the 
direction of Mr. Robert Cissell of the Department of Mathe-
matics, who is director of the 
Institute. The three day program 
theme will revolve around the 
family and the parish, and will 
include talks and demonstrations 
on duties of the family toward 
its parish plus the corresponding 
duties that a parish owes to its 
families. 
Consecration To Mary 
Tonight's first session will be 
chairmaned by Xavier's presi-
dent, Very Rev. James F. Mag-
uire, S.J., and will feature Very 
Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, S.J., 
former Xavier president and now 
president of the University of 
Detroit, as its principal speaker. 
Fr. Steiner's topic for discussion 
will be the same as the main 
theme of the Conference, "The 
Family and the Parish." Also· on 
this evening's program, Rev. 
Joseph M. Osuch, S.J., will con-
secrate the entire assemblage to 
the Immaculate Heart of Mary. 
Fr. Urbain To Speak 
The Saturday afternoon ses-
sion will consider the parish it-
self and the way it fits into Fam-
ily life. Rev. Joseph V. Urbain, 
pastor of Queen of Peace Parish, 
will be the featured speaker at 
this time. His topic will be "The 
Living Parish." Also on Satur-
day's program will be a special 
tribute to Fr. Steiner, who was 
the first director of the Family 
Life Institute. 
The Saturday evening program 
will feature a panel discussion 
on the topic of "The Living Par-
ish." Mr. William J. Dammarell, 
prominent attorney, will serve as 
panel chairman. Assisting him in 
the discussion will be Rt. Rev. 
Msgr. John E. Kuhn; Fr. Urbain; 
Mrs. Alfred J. Berger, president 
of the Archdiocesan Council of 
Catholic Women; Mr. Robert L. 
Otto, president of the Archdio-
cesan Council of Catholic Men; 
and Miss Geneal Kramer, presi-
Students V ieiv Filrn 
On Theology Topic 
Philosophy and Biology stu-
dents were treated last Monday 
to a film entitled "Dust or Des-
tiny" which graphically and in 
color demonstrated the order in 
the world of sense. The thesis 
of the film was, "such order 
could not be by chance." 
The film was presented in the 
Biology labs with the permission 
of Rev. Joseph J. Peters, S.J., 
head of the Biology department, 
and in South Hall Monday after-
noon under the supervision of 
Rev. Stanley C. Tillman, S.J., in-
structor in Philosophy. 
·,. 
dent of the St. Francis de Sales 
Deanery of the Council of Cath-
olic Youth. 
Family Of Year Honorccl 
Sunday afternoon will feature 
a party in the armory for the 
entire family. Miss Mary Bridget 
Niland is in charge of arrange-
ments for this event. 
Sunday evening's closing ses-
sion, at G: 00 p. m., will be a 
special dinner honoring the Fam-
ily of the Year. Selection of this 
Cincinnati family as the one 
which best exemplifies the 
Christian way of life, community 
responsibility and participation, 
(Continued on Page 3) 





Tomorrow, four Xavier de-
baters will travel to Louisville, 
Kentucky to compete in the 
NFCCS Regional Championship 
Debate Tournament. 
Philopedians w:ho will defend 
the proposal that the United 
States should adopt a policy of 
free trade arc Larry Blank and 
'!'om Kerver. Bob Siegenthaler 
and John Grupenhoff will argue 
against such a policy. 
Tom McCoy, class of '52, who 
is a former president of the Pol-
and Philopedian Debating Soci-
ety and the only man in the his-
tory of Xavier to win three Ver-
kamp Debate Medals, will ac-
company the debaters and func-
tion as judge during the tourna-
ment which will be on the cam-
pus of Nazareth College. 
Last Monday evening, the 
Philopedians competed against 
Mt. St. Joseph College on the 
Xavier campus. John Grupen-
hoff and Bob Manley were vic-
torious in defending the nega-
tive side of the free trade pro-
posal. Larry Blank and Bill 
Glueck were defeated by the 
negative debaters from Mt. St. 
Joseph. 
.. ~ 
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cc Criticizing The Critics ,, Lifeline • • 
To be in accord with today's journalistic policies, a news· paper must devote some space to the furor centered 
around Joseph McCarthy, his methods and his associates. How· 
ever, The News enjoys the unique position of not being both· 
ered by sales circulation, and, consequently, does not have to 
resort to sensationalism in order to sell papers. 
To belabor, in this space, a subject th~t has been volumi· 
nously treated by every public information medium would 
be imposing a tedious burden on the reader. Moreover, the 
complete, objective and illustrative deposition of the McCarthy 
controversy would require much more space than is alloted to 
us here. Therefore, the point under discussion is not the merit 
or demerit of the Senator from Wisconsin, but rather the merit 
or demerit of some of his critics. 
More specifically, the demerit of those critics who criticize 
the Senator's religious beliefs. Indeed, these who are so des-
perate for argumentative fodder that they must stoop to name 
calling cannot agree even among themselves. 
First, there are those who attribute McCarthy's defects to 
the influence of "The Catholic Inquisition" and a Church that 
insists on "conformity with its will." On the other hand, there 
are those who have the effrontery to mount the pulpit and use 
the Senator as a flimsy excuse to lash out at the "silence," 
yes, silence of the Catholic Church's hierarchy on "McCarthy-
ism" while it is so garrulous on matters such as birth control. 
Isn't it significant that these same men who scream separation 
of church and state when religion is to be taught in the public 
schools or when an ambassador is to be named to the Vatican 
will upbraid the Church for its "silence" on a political subject? 
If the inconsistency of their position is not enough to vitiate 
the force of their argument, consider the quality of the mo-
tives of persons who thinly veil their attacks on a man's re-
ligion with the hue and cry of a political controversy. · 
Whatever the final outcome of the McCarthy case, the fact 
remains that those who use him and his methods as a sounding 
board for attacks on the Catholic Church and an implicit and 
quasi-guilty defense of their own position are reducing them-
selves to the level to which they claim the Senator has sunk. 
cc "Education's" Big Chance » 
One of the "do-something" organizations trying to pump. oxygen back into the deflated life-line of today's private 
liberal arts college is the Council for Financial Aid to Edu-
cation, Inc. This non-profit council is printing a series of pam-
phlets to interest business corporations and individuals in the 
welfare of the withering institutions. Pamphlet Number Two 
is entitled, "The Liberal Arts College: One of the Bulwarks of 
America." 
This pamphlet elaborates on industry'§ new theme-song, 
"Give us educated men; we can train them ourselves." But it 
goes farther, too, and dispels an often prevalent notion that 
the big need of higher education today is for increased ·techni-
cal facilities. Actually, nothing could be farther from the truth, 
for the colleges which this council especially seeks to per-
petuate are the independent, privately supported ones that 
have chiefly fostered a general, or "liberal arts" education. 
Thus the president of one such Eastern college, when asked 
about his three greatest financial needs, could answer "higher 
faculty salaries" three times. 
But perhaps most important for such colleges, and among 
them many 'Catholic ones, is the vitality of the liberal arts 
movement as described and rejuvenated by such organizations 
as the Council for Financial Aid to Education. For years edu-
cators mourned the disfavor with which the humanities were 
regarded, oftentimes being ashamed to admit that they were 
a liberal arts college. Now that such a name has been pro-
claimed "One of the Bulwarks of America" even by President 
Eisenhower himself, they must ask themselves if they have 
been as enthusiastically quick to seize the resulting oppor-
tunity as they could have been. And are the business course·s, 
the medical, engineering and law courses, together with their 
"pre" counterparts, being made more liberal in line with re-
cent experience? 
Ideally, reactions should come from the st~dents them-
selves. Perhaps a student campaign to "sell" 'the A.B. as a 
college degree, to insist upon essentials in some of our "pro-
gressive" high schools, and to publicize the new "theme-song" 
of industry would be the biggest boost the Council-and the 
colleges it is trying to help-could ·receive. 
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Beyond 
The -X- H·orizon 
By Jim Gilligan 
Well, sir, there we were engrossed in a re-issue of the 
movie "Best Years of Our Lives'' .when to our surprise what 
should appear upon the screen but an aerial view of good old 
Xavier Stadium. You think we \vere surprised, you should 
have seen the rest of the theater when we got up and cheered! 
According to the script, as the 
three main characters in the 
movie were being flown home 
from WW II, they sat in the nose 
of the B-17 and viewed the land-
scape of the USA passing be-
neath them. Well, if part of that 
same landscape wasn't Xavier 
Stadium, Victory Parkway and 
Dana Ave. and Walnut Hills 
High School, then this fellow was 
very badly fooled. 
Speaking of re-issues, the edi-
tor of this publicafion might do 
well some April Fool's issue to 
re-print some of the news which 
appeared in a few of our older 
issues. For instance, the very 
next paper after we ran a pie-
ture of Thor Johnson in his army 
khaki (who is now seen in noth-
ing else than full dress tuxedo) 
as guest conductor of the Cin-
cinnati Orchestra, there appeared 
a cut of none other than Jane 
Russell! So help me, March 21, 
1947, look it up. 
Of course the one that takes 
the cake appeared about ten 
years before when page three of 
the December 9th, 1937 issue 
contained a picture of a youthful 
Franklin Bens, Clef Club Direc-
tor, after he sang "Gentle Lady, 
Do Not Sing Bad Songs" for the 
Keyboard Club. I tell you it's 
(Continued On Page 10) 
Obiter D.icta 
By Don Hcllkamp 
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"You can change the world." So says Father Keller, in 
his now famous book. Those men who are doers, not mere 
talkers, agree. But then again, for most of us there is an old 
Confucius saying which is pretty appropriate and which is 
·probably more truth than fiction. It goes, "He who can read 
but doesn't is no better than he 
who cannot." 
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We know the world is in con-
stant change. We also know that 
from times beginning there have 
always been guys like Hitler and 
Stalin in our own ·time who have 
changed it for the worse. It 
seems· we will never get rid of 
this type of fellow so the next 
best thing is to start making 
some changes of our own. Since 
the undergrads of XU play a 
rather minor role in national 
and in international politics, let's 
pick on something our size. 
How many times have we 
gone out for the evening with 
the intention of getting some 
needed recreation? Being a so-
cial animal, we head for one of 
the more popular establishments 
only to find that our anticipated 
good times are blocked by some 
CConUnued on Pace 9) 
.-,.,....,...,~- ~a- mn-a• •• 
OF NOTE 
The best things at Xavier 
seem to be seen by the least 
people, which may be as . it 
should. The Fine Arts Lecture 
last Mar. 18, as it turned out, 
was a shot in the arm for Modern 
Art. Though not my usual topic 
for discussion, when such. a su-
perb program as this appears on 
campus, it is more than worthy 
of note. 
Dr. Herbert P. Barnett, dean 
of the Art Academy, who gave 
the talk, put the whole matter in 
such a concise capsule that the 
grimmest of diehards would have 
found it difficult not to digest. 
One of the major points was 
the fact that perspective in 
painting, as we know it, and the 
form that the average man ac-
cepts as good, represents only 400 
short years of history, and then 
existed only in Western European 
culture. 
Persian, Chinese, or any other 
art has never made use of per-
spective, I. e., objects drawn to a 
vanishing point. Hence, we see 
how shallow our judgments are 
when we condemn or ridicule 
Piccaso or Miso on the basis of 
what we see In Whistler's mother 
or some magazine cover by Nor-
man Rockwell. 
"Most all art today is being done 
in the modern vein, and in ten 
or fifteen years that's all we'll be 
seeing," so said Mr. Barnett. 
Don't look now,' but those of you 
· taking The Sacraments, Th. 32, 
have a sample of what is coming 
in the line drawings in your text 
book. Or how about those Christ-
mas cards from the Conception 
Press in the book store this year? 
Or have you seen the art work 
in "Jubilee"? 
From the looks of this, the 
Church might be at the forefront 
of art development as she was 
during the Renaissance. The 
greatest art works of history have 
concerned themselves with man's 
reverence to a deity. -Witness the 
Greeks. 
To call this modern art deca· 
.dent is to tamper with the very 
nature of man. Sometimes the 
artist can be misguided, true, but 
his result is not so much a pro-
duct of his means but his end. 
This modern art movement is not 
coming, It's already started. ~e 
of this generation hate to hear 
our elders speak of the "good old 
days," (though In some ways it 
might have been). Lest we anta-
gonize our ehlldren, let's make 
sure we keep a liberal approach 
to things like modern art. 
• • • 
Heretofore, there has been no 
mention of folk music in this 
column. By folk music is not 
meant those noises that emanate 
from Nashville or WCKY of an 
evening. True folk music is that 
music handed down by tradition, 
usually anonymous, and in its 
pure.-state, played and sung by 
those whose prerogative it is to 
be known as "folk." 
Such an ideal condition Is hard 
to find In the commercial world 
of today, but Folkways Records 
has as its stock In trade, LP's of 
the very closest you can get to 
the real article. If you are pre· 
pared for lt, these records ean 
open up a whole new world for 
you right In the record booth. 
Folk sonrs of South Africa, Java, 
the American Indians folk forms 
like Calypso and the Blues, di-
verse as they are, ean make one 
realize. that man Is baaleally the 
same everywhere. -
• • • 
Jorge Bolet, pianist, performs 
at Music Hall, this afternoon. 
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SAILING CLUB RESPONDS TO SPRING~ PLANS MANY EVENTS . -- , 
Club Finishes Second Boat; ConunodoreMacVeigh 
Invites Top Schools To Compete At Lak(' Cowan 
By Clmrlie Arutirl, News Feature Etlitor 
"Avast, you landlubbers, haul in that riggin!" Such might 
well be the statement of a member of one of Xavier's newest 
clubs as the warm spring breeze tells him that the sailing 
season is here. 
Recent And Readable Tliird-Year P~e-Meds Advised 
-Jim van Flandern To Take May Admission, Test 
Hilaire Belloc 
By Frederick Wilhelmson 
The Sailing Club was founded in the spring of 1952 by This fascinating and concise bi-
-------------- ography of perhaps one of the 
have been planned for this spring. grea!es~ ch.aracters of. the last 
Visiting schools include Bowling generation is a true tnumph for 
Green Ohio State Purdue In.:- the young professor of philosophy 
Lodge Weber, who was the club's 
first Commodore. Lodge is now a 
senior•and has turned his duties 
over to the newly elected Com- ' ' ' at the University of Santa Clara 
Princeton, N. J., Jan. 14. Candi-
1 
Admission Test in May, it was 
dates for admission to medical announced today by Educational 
school in the fall of 1955 are ad- Testing Service, which prepares 
vised to take the Medical College and administers the test for the 
----- ---------- Association of American Medical 
substitute for it, The Greatest Colleges. These tests, required of 
Book nevertheless gives to the applicants by many medical col-
thoughtful reader a fund of infor- leges throughout the country, 
mation he might not otherwise will be given twice during the 
enjoy should he dismiss the work cuiTent calendar year. Candidates 
Xavier Tars tack before the breeze on Lake Cowan. 
modore, Gibbs MacVeigh. 
The club possesses one boat and 
the industrious members are 
presently finishing construction 
on a second. Both craft are of the 
Penguin class which is the s~all­
est type of sail boat, but prac-
tically all intercollegiate racing 
is carried on in the Penguin class. 
In actual competition, each 
boat is manned by a crew of two, 
diana, Michigan State and U.C. 
Other officers of the club work-
ing along with Gibbs are Dick 
Hellkamp, Vice-Commodore; Don 
Hellkamp, Rear Commodore; Tom 
Bunker, Secretary; and Don 
Sherman; Treasurer. Anyone in-
terested in joining this growing 
organization is invited to attend 
a meeting this coming Monday, 
Mar. 29, at 8:00 p. m.,- in room 
110. one man being designated as 
"Skipper." Ordinarily, a . day's 
regatta will consist of twelve F 
round robbins between the com- r. Shiels Speaks 
To Women's Group peting schools. Xavier's home port is Lake 
Cowan (about 30 miles north off Rev. W. Eugene Shiels, S.J., 
Route 22) where many events chairman of the Xavier Univer-
sity history -department, was 
Family Conference principal speaker at the meeting 
To Open Tonight of ~e Xavier University Book-
(Continued from Page 1) 
and an understanding of the re-
sponsibilities of parenthood, has 
been taking place under the 
guidance of a special committee 
during the past few weeks. The 
winning family will be named at 
Friday's session. 
Throughout t h e conference 
there will be special exhibits on 
family and parish life. These 
have been prepared by the fac-
ulty and student body of Xavier, 
Our Lady of Cincinnati, Mount 
St. Joseph, Villa Madonna Col-
lege, and many Catholic High 
schools and seminaries in the 
Cincinnati area. .. 
All sessions are open to the Rev. w. Eugene· Shiels, S.J. 
public, with a special invitation lovers Association Tuesday, Mar. 
having been extended by ·Mr. 16, at 2: 00 p. m. in the Albert 
Cissell to Xavier students and D. Cash Conference Room in the 
faculty. There will be no ad- new Thomas J. Logan Chemistry 
mission charge for any of the Building. Father Shiels discussed 
meetings except the supper. Eve- "The Importance of History in 
ning sessions begin at 8: 00 p. m., the University Curriculum." , 
and afternoon sessions get under-
way at 2: 30 p. m; XUEC To Sponsor Smoker 
-------------- A Lenten Smoker for the men 
Interview Deadline Apr. 1 students of XUEC will ·be held 
Mr. Raymond J, Fellinger, rei- Friday evening, Apr. 2 at 8: 30. 
istrar has announced that all _Free cigarettes and refreshments 
senlo~ who Intend to 1raduate will be available in the evening 
in June must file_ applleation for college fourth floor· ~uditorium 
their de1rees before Apr. 1! It Is for any EC men i~te1·ested, 
also neeeuary that they review whether they ar!'l Social Club 
their entire four year prosram members or not. 
with Mr. Fellin1er. This must The Smoker is being spon-
be taken eare of before Apr. 1 sored by the EC Social Club, and 
so that the de1rees ean be ordered Jack Grever is chairman of the 
In time for iraduatlon. arrangements. Assisting him are ___________ _.R.onald Neat and'Bob Soaper. 
who wrote it. 
He says of his book, "I wrote as merely a "rehash" of the Bible. taking the May test, however, 
it out of a sense of gratitude for Despite the fact that Author will be able to furnish scores to 
what Belloc has done for me and institutions in early fall, when Oursler labored for many years as 
for the Catholic Revival at large. a Senior Editor of the Reader's many medical colleges begin the 
I wanted to introduce his thought Digest, and has thus been unjustly selection of their next entering 
to a new generation that does accused of trying to "digest" the class. 
not really read him." Bible, his book is much more than Candidates may take the MCAT 
• • • the colloquial recounting it may on Saturday, May 8, 1954, at ad-
The Norse Discove1·ies and Ex- seem at first glance. ministratiqns to be held at more 
plorations in America than 300 local centers in all parts Far and away its tlnest charac-
By Edward Reman teristic is the light it sheds on of the country. The Association 
For those interested in the Biblical obscurities. No mean of American Medical Colleges 
history of North America this is scholar where Hebrew mores and recommends that candidates for 
the best book on the pre-Colum- morals are concerned, Oursler has 
ban era I've run across. It throws fashioned his explanations with 
admission to classes starting in 
the fall of !955 take the May test. 
an altogether new light on the erudition and logic, set them clown 
numerous activities of the Danes with simplicity and clarity. 
in Canada and the U. S. and goes For all its learning and under-
hand in hand wi.th the recent standing, The Greatest Book Ever 
archaeological discoveries made Written betrays in its very 
in central United States. warmth the character that makes 
Research Office to Open 
The author's extensive research- it great. For it becomes increas-
has introduced several new char- ingly apparent with each new 
acters to the scene and has cast page that this is no mere work 
new light on many of the known of the intellect. It is rathe.r,_in the 
ones. A more interesting and in- tradition of othet• great Catholic 
formative book on the subject is books, a labor of love. -M. Mohs 
not to be found. 
Xavier's new office of Institu-
tional Research will open in the 
near future under the direction 
of Dr. Walter J. Clarke. With fa-
cilities assigned in Hinkle Hall, 
the office will work as a research 
tool of the Office of the Dean, 
conducting studies of interest to 
the University administration. 
• • • 
Set all Afire By Louis de Wohl 
A Novel of Saint Francis Xavier. 
This is a novel of the life of 
one of History's greatest mission-
ary's and ~hould need no intro-
duction to this University. Start-
ing with Francis Xavier's school 
days in Paris the story follows 
him throughout the world, to the 
court of the Braganzas, to the in-
famous colony of Goa, and finally 
to Japan in a fast moving and ad-
venturous, yef deeply religious 
story. Louis de Wohl has done it 
again and added perhaps the most 
memorable portrait to his gallery 
of the saints with one of the finest 
biographies of Saint Francis Xav-
ier ever written. I recommend it 
for every student. 
• • • 
Mary Tudor ;By H.F. M. Prescott 
In this enlarged re-issue of the 
"Spanish Tudor," Miss Prescott, 
author of the brilliant "The Man 
on a Donkey," delves deeper in 
the English' historical biography, 
choosing and defending one of the 
most controversial characters of 
all history in a truly great book. 
Her theme is that "Bloody Mary" 
did try to do what was right "re-
gardless of wisdom, deaf to argu-
ment or persuasion . . . " This 
presents a truly new and a truly 
Catholic view of the woman who 
tried to save England for the 
Church. 
• • • 
The Greatest Book Ever \Vritten: 
by Fulton Oursler 
Catholic college students, who 
admittedly have more than a nod-
ding acquaintance with the New 
Testament, are often found sorely 
wanting in their knowledge of the 
Old. 
The late great Fulton Oursler, 
in The Greatest Book Ever Writ· 
ten, has produced a volume that 
should breathe some life into this 
regrettable vacuum. Here, in 
majestic pageantry, are all the 
famous and infamous; the greats 
and the ingt"ates of Biblical his-
tory. 
With the matchless pen that 
endeared him to thousands in The 
Greatest Story Ever Told, convert 
Ourslc1· has wrought chapter and 
verse into a pleasant narrative 
pattern. Designed as a stimulus 
to Biblical reading rather than a 
Sure as the tortoise ••• fast as the hare •••. 
_,I -·· 
------------------------..-----------------------~ ' 
and going Greyhound-· f 11/Jave on fare! 
ca 
Home for Easler ••• -
by GREYHOUND 
ONE-WAY ONE-WAY 
Akron .................................. $5.60 Knoxville .......................... $6.30 
Atlanta ................................ 9.15 Lexington .......................... 1.80 
Canton ................................ 5.60 Lima .................................... 3.45 
Charleston .......................... 5.30 Louisville .......................... 2.'75 
Chicago .............................. 6.'70 New York .......................... 16.15 
Cleveland .......................... 5.60 Parkersburg ...................... 4.35 
Columbus .......................... 2.'70 Pittsburgh .......................... '7.10 
Detroit ..... ............... ............ 6.00 St. Louis ................. ........... '7 .30 
Evansville .......................... 5.40 Toledo ................................ 5.00 
Huntington ........................ 4.10 Vincennes .......................... 4.05 
Indianapolis ...................... 2.'70 Washington, D. c. ............ 12.00 
Plus U. S. Tax 
Bil EXTRA Savings on Round-trip Tickets 
GREYHOUND TERMINAL 5th & Sycamore Phone: PA 6000 
GREYHOUND 
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OHIO U., GREAT LAKES NEW FACES . . 
ON XAVIER'S '54 GRID SCHEDULE 
Bobcats, Mariners Replace J!illanova, Louisville On ----------
Tough Scliedule Released Last Sunday By Steplian Bridge Winners Named 
By Logan Rapier A ten-game football schedule, featuring six contests with Bruno Wolff, George Zain, Al 
The first annual Day Hop-Dormie game is now history and the long-standing, traditional rivals, will be met by Xavier Uni- Cordes and Don Butler were an-
"campus bums" still reign supreme. The game proved to be a very versity's Musketeers during-the 1954 season, Athletic Director nounced as the. campus winners 
interesting one from the spectator standpoint as the majority of the Al Stephan announced Sunday evening at a social meeting in the recent Bridge Tournament 
crowd was composed of dorm students. In all seriousness the dorm- . 
1 
held on Campus. 
ies showed very well, both on the basketball floor and in their at- of the Musketeer Club m the Albert D. Cash Room of Logan-------------
tendance at the stag affair held afterwards. Of the 96 present at the Hall on the campus. 
party, it would be easy to say that over three quarters of those in The Musketeers, 'beginning 
attendance were dorm students. This represented the majority of their eighth season under Head 
the dorm students that were on campus, since many of the students Coach Ed Kluska, open their tra-
go home. I will not indulge any further in details as Mel Brennan ditionally rugged schedule against 
has taken care of most of the particulars in his exclusive elsewhere the famed Quantico Marines, 
on this hallowed page. Sunday night, Sep. 19 in Xavier 
• • • • • Stadium. In additional to Quan-
Still on the subject of basketball I wish to take time to con- tico, which the Musketeers will 
gratulate the seniors representing Cottage A in the Xavier Intra- be meeting for the seventh 
mural Basketball League. The "old men," as I heard one freshman straight season, Kluska's charges 
refer to these champions, won the tournament the hard way, hav- will engage in five other cus-
ing to win a 1>1ayoff game to get into the tournament. It ls hard to tomary encounters. 
point out a single man as outstanding, since .each man did his part. Dayton Twice Again 
Bobby Judd proved to be a consistent scorer, and was ably assisted •. ~-·· .--=---. .-- -·...,.---
by the fine 1>lay of Artie Hauser and Dick DeCorp off the boards. The ~mve.rsi~y of. Dayton, 
Jim Powers, the likeable president of the senior class, regained be ~et m Cmcmnati on Oct. ~li , 
his scoring touch in the tournament and was instrumental in one and in Dayton on Nov. 20, wi I 
of their tourney victories. Other players on the Cottage team are ~e engaged fo: th~ 14~h co?secu-
. · · 0' tive season. Miami University, on 
Spri1ig Grid Practice Nearing 
End Of First Week's Practice 




b 1 d f th · · f ct. , w1 e p aye or e , 
Ky., Jack Ze~n of Mariemont, O., Bernie Soloni 0 Jackson, Mich., tenth straight season; University Varsitr candidates shown going through calisthenics in spring 
and Marty Pierron of Portsmouth, O. Judd ha ls from Peoria, Ill., f c· . t' 0 t 23 for the football workouts now In progress I while big Art (team's advisor) Hauser is now residing in the Wal- ~ t~nc~nn.a ~ton c~· a~d John · • 
nut Hills section of the Queen City. Powers and DeCorps are from Cen 11s Ural~ ~teason,Nov 6 for By John Haley spririg game-this year sched-
1 
. . arro mversi y o . , . 1 d s d 
Dayton and Canton, Ohio, respectively. '· the 12th straight season. Led by veteran-captain Lou u e , for. atur ay, Apr. 24. Last 
• • • • • . . . . Magliano, the 1954 edition of the years mtersquad contest was 
In an interview with Coach Ned Wulk last Monday he said that Buddmi riyalrie~ ;e tgrovg~g Xavier Musketeers took the field waged in a rain-and-hailstorm. 
the trip to the NCAA finals along with Athletic Director Al Stephan betwe~~ . avie: an , os 0: U 0 . - last Monday for the annual Charlie O'Leary bolted over for 
was very nice. The main part of their time, when not in attendance lege,, miti;tegh i~ 1952• an t ~1d spring football practice. The the only score of the game after 
at the games, was spent in sessions on possible rule changes. Sev- ~ersi;yll 0 N a tanoo~a, Xs a~ e, practice will last· from Mar. 22 Chuck Kirkhoff had blocked one 
eral new ones were proposed and it seems probable that the one ast a · ewc~~e~s . 0 .~vier~ and end with a game on Apr. of Norm Zmyslinski's punts. 
plu~ one will be gone by next season. A new plan was tried in the ~he~uleLa~e O ~ · niversi r c~~g 24. The opposition has not yet Bo~ Finnell, who was seen 
consolation game, in which Penn State and Southern California V~l~a a esd Lav'!(, .
1
fep a been determined. running some of the backs 
played according to the suggestion. Nothing was definitely decided i anova an ouisvi e. Absent from this year's team through early drills, enters his 
as of late Sunday, however. I had a chance Wednesday at the Past Record are Co-Captains Bob Judd and first spring practice .as coach. He 
printers to add to the column after the original was sent in. On Xavier and Ohio U first met John Baele Artie Hauser Leo should be able to impart some 
Monday the one plus one was tossed out and a bonus shot setup put in 1922 and last played in 1947. Knoll and ' Tom Powers' who of that know-how. 
in. If a player makes the first he is awarded another while the. ball The Bobcats hold a five-to-three were lost by graduation. Coach 
is in play if he misses. edge in the series. This. will be Ed Kluska, who is in his eighth Sailing Club Takes 
• • • • • the first athletic competition for season at Xavier, has high hopes 
Kentucky's Adolph Rupp now has the fuel with which to claim Xavier with Great Lakes. for this year's team composed of Triangular Meet 
that UK would have been National Champions if seniors Cliff Bag- In Kluska's fi'rst seven sea- · ·u · r t ty two 0 ho six J mo s, wen - s P - Last Saturday saw the Xav-an, Frank Ramsey, and Lou Tsiropolous had been eligible to play, sons the Musketeers won 41 mores and twenty-two freshmen. . . . 
since ~aSalle w~n the NCAA crown. It so happens that UK holds gam~s, lost 25 and tied three. Coach Kluska has 16 letter- ier Sa1hng Club defeat UC 
a relative easy victory over the Explorers this season. Xavier was undefeated in 1951. men returning from his 1953 and Ohio Wesleyan in a tri-
Cottage "A" Talies lntram11ral 
Basliethall To11rnament Crown 
Xavier has 16 lettermen re- team which won two, lost seven angular meet held at the mar-
turning from the 1953 team which ~nd tied one. Besides c:apt., Mag- ineers' home port at Lake I 
won two, lost seven and tied hano, ~alfbacks ~harhe 0 Leary Cowan. The XU sailors took 
one. Leading the veterans is and Gma Paolom ~nd . quarter- three first places out of a pos-
Captain-elect Lou Magliano, .sen- b?ck Norm Zmyslmski should sible six, addin~ two seconds and 
By Bill Daily ior fullback from Purcell High. g~ve Klus~a a good nucleus. for a third. · 
Last Thursday night the Cottage A basketball team said XAVIER'S 1954 FOOTBALL· SCHEDULE his backfield. Among the lme- Lodge Weber was the skipper 
DATE OPPONENT PLACE menr- who. lettered last season are who led X to victory. He com-
farewell to the Intramural basketball program by romping ~~'?i~erobeQuantlco Marines .... Xavier IN> Chuck K1rkhoff who played end bined with Dick Hellkamp to 
the Elet 3A team by a 63 to 46 count. Bob Judd's scoring, Art sat. 25 Ohio u ......................... Athens, o. last year, Frank Sweeney, a de- win the first Hugh Kaesar the 
Hauser's rebounding, Dick DeCorp's sensational shooting ~~~~be; Great Lakes Navy .... Xavier IN> pendable, tackle, Neal Loughran, second and Dick Longshor~ in 
Plus all aroul1d teamplay Spelled Vl'ctory for the sen1'ors. Bob sat. uD Miami ............................ oxfoxrd, o. last years center. the third Sun. 17 ayton .................................... avler Up from last 's Fr h t · 
Judd Was the chief point getter sat. 23 Cincinnati ........ Nippert stadium year os earn Xavier was without the ser-sat. 30 Boston College .... Boston, Mass. are Steve Junker Bob Rebholz · f C d . 
throughout the tournament with R •fl T k November · .. · . . ' • ' vices o ommo ore Gibbs Mac-l emen a e Sat. 6 John Carroll .. (N) Cleveland, o. Phil Magliano, Bill Mcclosky, Veigh who was sidelined wi'th 
an average of 20.1 per game. sat. i3 .Chattanooga ...... x Homecoming Bob Konkoly, Ray Olliges Dave . 
It t h d t . t Annual Awards sat. 20 Dayton .......................... Dayton, o. J h' . .' . a bad arm and could not sall. was a oug roa o vic ory osep ic, Roger Bertoia JUst to The final point standing saw 
for the se11iors. First "they had name a few 
to meet a rugged Elet 2A in a The ROTC Rifle Club, cur- Scliedriles To Be Released D 'II th: h b the XU marineers with 20 points, 
tl . t h . ri s is season ave een Ohio We 1 19 d UC playoff game to get in to the ren Y carryi?~ ou a eavy pr~- The next regular issue of .. The limited by the NCAA rules to s eyan ' an. 
tournament. In a real thriller the ?ram of activity,. ~ompleted its News will come out on April 9, twenty days. Kluska hopes for br?ught up the rear with 91 
seniors came out on top by a 36 mtrasquad competition last week at which time we will try to some fine weather for the four pomts. 
to 30 score. Flo Sokolowski net- wit~ s o me impressive .Jlighs carry the schedules of all the week practice session, which will -------------
ted 15 for the losers and Judd achieve~. In an average score spring sports. The srhedules are be interrupted by the ·ten-day 
threw in 27 for the winners. match fire~ over several weeks, now in the process of being Easter holiday. Three weeks 
In the first tournament game three top riflem~n won the Doc- drawn up by Athletic Publicity .have been designated for work 
Cottage A defeated Hall 8 in a t?r Clear Trophies. T~ey were: Director Bob Coates, and will be before Easter, then one week to 
real exciting ball game 32 to 30. first, Jack Connolly with a score released soon. limber up _again for the annual 
Judd pus.hed in 12 for the seniors of 366.83; second, Joe Witsken ---------------------------
and Jack Bowling scored 14 i'n a with a score of 366.66,· third, Jim .-. - --= ,_ e e e e ,_ e e e e =.. ::.1 =wer:. 
losing cause. In the second game Albers with a score of 364.66. In -
the seniors nosed out a fine ball a special firing match, Will 
club by defeating Hall 11 48 to Wittekind ·won the annually 
46. Once ·again Judd paced the awarded Rifle Club Trophy. 
winners with 23 and Chuck Kirk- . In its inter-school competition 
hoff got 13 for the losers. this semester, the team has de-
In the semi-finals the Cottage feated Virginia Polytechnic In-
clashed with the Dayhops. They stitute, Wisconsin, Cannon Col-
came from behind and eliminated lege, and Evansville ·College, 
the tough Hops from the tourna- while 'bowing t o California, 
ment by a 50 to 41 count. Ollie Dartmouth, and St. Bonaventure, 
Brockman netted 9 for the losers in postal matches. 
as Jim Powers pushed 15 through In shoulder matches the team 
the hoop for the winners. The has both missed and o~t-shot UC 
final game saw a determined five and·· lost to Indiana. They will 
from Elet 3A go.down in defeat compete against Louisville and 
to the seniors. Fred O'Brien !ed will journey to the University of 
his squad with 21. Bob Judd Illinois in Apr. to compete in 
scored 20 points in the first-half one of the biggest firing tourna-
and finished with 26. ments Pi the· nation. 
Too Important To Forget-
The tremendous value of milk as a naturai 
energy restoring food makes it an essential 
in every student's diet. 
H. MILLER DAIRY co., INC. 
656 ·East McMillan WOodburn 2474 
HOW'D YOU LIKE TO ••• 
earn $5000 
a year AND 
bean 
officer 
in the U.S. 
air force? 
Robert ~. Griner, 
Captain USAF 
AvlaUon Cadet Selee· 
tlon Team No. tol 
will be at 
Xavier Unlvenlty 
OD 
April 6th and 'Ith. 
ID 
South Ball from 9:10 
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Chuck Hofmann ~s!Dormie Power Crushes Hapless Hops 
Named '54 Muskie · · . 
Basketball Captain Before Predominate Dorm Gathering 
By Bruno JJ' all/ 
Chuck Hofmann and Bob Coach Paul Margerum Makes Use Of Powerful • 
Heim were especially hon- Bench Paced By Sharp Shooting Of Gino Paoloni Baldwin's Golfers 
ored at Xavier's annual Ba.s- By Mel Brennan Prep For Opener By Paul Caira 
ketball Banquet Mar. 14 m The overall bench strength of the Dorm Students proved The Xavier University Golf ·Last Friday's debacle is graphically described elsewhere on this 
t~e Ballroom ~f ~he Hotel too much for a collection of Day Hops as Coach Fritz Mar- team under the wa~chful eye of page and as the 'saying goes, "It was a great day for the dormies." 
Sinton. Hoffn:an, Junior forward gerum cleared his seventeen man bench in routing the Day Coac~ . Ray Baldwin. has been Of course the officiating was not beyond question and it was re-
and outstanding rebo~der, ~ru: Hops by a 50-35 score. practicing at Avon ~ield for the markable how blind Lou and Dave became overnight. The article 
elected as next seasons captain, . Th N t' I b P I C . t th past few weeks getting ready for and box score will hand the plaudits to the participants but as 
and senior Heim was awarded . Last issue, e ews ran an ar ic e y au am o e the opening match with Ken- always there are those who are behind the scenes and stories and 
i~:P~;~~r ~~:t s::;~:b!~a~1~!e~ :!;~t t~~at sc~::i-~~~:e-e~~~~~n~~ Dormies ·pulled into a six point :~:~:n.on April. 9 down at Lex- to them I'd like to throw some bouquets. First and foremost is Leo 
row. Steady Fritz Margerum, also said that last Friday's game lead and stood off ~ late Hop The returning lettermen led by G.rahek who took much of the load off ?ur shoulders and th~ough 
team endurance man, was given between the "greatest of them surge to lead at hal~bme 16-14. Junior Captain Tom McFarland his efforts a?d those of the Dorm Council made the stag affair the 
a special citation as the most im- all," the Day Hops, and the so- To start the third quarter, are Larry Kunkermoeller and success that it was. 
proved player of the season. so Dormies would settle the Coac~ Paul ~argerum had the Ollie Brockman, both seniors, and His chief assistants especially behind the taps, were loe Buske, 
Varsity letters were presented question about just who was the ~~rm~es ~e a fu~l cour~ pr~s~ Tom Kneer, a junior. The four Jack Byme, Jack Dawson, and Don Brockwell. Jack Byrne com-
to Heim, Margerum, and Hof- better. Of course, the Day Hops . e ay ops, ~ ~n co.n ron e freshman prospects trying out for plained all night of missing the brass rail for his foot and for Coach 
mann as well as to Matt DeBoor, were naturally going to win, but w~ht t~e p~ess, d~d~~ quitet k':1o:i Ray's squad are Ben Spalding, Kluska's (who very graciously came to meet and mix with the im-
junior forward; Dave Piontek, to keep peace, they would hold ~ a ~ 0 ;~ J hree ts {ai:h Tim Conliff, Jay Kelly and Al bibers) benefit Jack Dawson claimed that his bartendin& action 
sophomore center· Lou Vonder- the score down to a bare mar- imes, om : 0 n s 0 e e Cecere. was one of the rare times he neared the amber stuff. He didn't look 
brink, sophomor~ guard; and gin. To this reporter, Cain's stor~ ball a':1d drove in. for easy scores. Th.is year's linksmen wm try like any stranger to us however. Other thanks go to Pat (Fweety) 
Dick Schneider, sophomore for- was just reversed, as the Dorm- Lat~l in ~he pert~· ~he r~wd, to improve on last year's team Conners for getting the beer, George Rodenburg and Ralph Woebel-
ward. ies ran the Day Hops wild for mos Y orm s u en s . w ere which finished with a record of d'ing for scoring and timing the contest, Lou Vonderbrink and Dave 
Ned Wulk, the Muskies young thirty-two minutes of play. Cain ~as the Day Hops rootin~. sec- 5 wins and 7 losses and Uth in Piontek for doing a fine and fair job of refereeing the game and 
(33) coach, said that this season didn't even play where as Co- !:0n2,~ s~art:dT~he fam~~s Pou~ the State of Ohio. In 1952, Cap- to coaches Fritz Margerum and Bob Heim. 
was his "most enjoyable as head Sports Editor Logan Rapier not \ ont ~ a~h e more . etcro; tain Tom McFarland won the The "Old Tin Cup," the award for the annual game was the 
coach." Wulk expressed his hap- only played for the "campus ~ an ~ • ; t::1ore h P~~n sh e Ohio State Collegiate Golf Tour- idea of Fr. Buschmann and will be on displav soon. We thank per-
piness over the leadership of kids," but added a field goal to ormies .PU roug . e oop, nament. J 
H · d th · m t of ut lt n the bare skins of the as they increased their lead to Ray Baldwin will start his 7th sonally Rev. Sullivan, Shields, Buschmann, Ratterman and Wemel, eim. an e i.mpr_ove. en. P sa 
0 
33-23 late i·n the quarter. . C I Brown and Capt Porter for comlnrr to the partv to repr-nt 
Margerum as bemg inspirational Day Hops. p 
1 
. . t h t . th season as golf coach, after his 0 • ' • • J """' 
ao om again go o in e the •acuJtv. I'm sure the students will alwavs remember their In• to the younger men on the squad. . return from spring training with " J J 
Stephan Commends . First Quarter Close last quarter to put the Dorm1es the Reds. His greatest ambition terest. 
The University's Athletic Di- Ralph Bogenschutz started the ~ther out of reach of the Day came true in 1952 when the Xav- I hope that my column of last issue didn't anger anyone or 
rector, Al Stephan, commended game off for the Day Hops with ops. ier golfers won the Ohio Inter- provoke the thou1:ht that Xavier is split into two groups. The whole 
the team on its fine play against a free throw in the first fifteen Conway W1b collegiate Golf Championship for story last week was to stimulate enthusiasm and interest in the 
some of the nation's best. He seconds of play. Gino Paoloni Paoloni led the uormies with the first time in the school's his- game and anything said was certainly in jest. Those who took it 
stressed that Xavier's reputation came back to put the Dormies twelve points as 14 of the 17 men tory. seriously and were insulted have missed completely the point that 
has been much expanded by the ahead in the first minute with used contributed points in the Xavier is trying to put across. They have somehow avoided the 
1953-54 Muskies. a hook shot from the side. The scoring column. Paul Conway Dorm students 1so1 Day Hops 1351· thoughtfulness, maturity and above all the spirit that an Xavier 
Other speakers inclu~ed Very lead ch~nged hands no less than was the only Day Hop. player on Judd, 1 ~g ~t ~f i.f O'Le'ry, 1 'f t~ P: t~ education imparts. Lincoln sa~d, "A hous~ divided against itself can-
Rev. James F. Magwre, S.J., three times as each team .made the floor that looked ltke a bas- Grace, t l o 4 a conw,ay, t 4 a a 14 not stand" and those who think that X is made up of two groups, 
President of Xavier University; numerous. E?rrors and blew easy ketball player as he took scor- ~·W~~.11 : ~ ~ : ~~';,':r~~·l : ~ ~ ~ dormies and dayhops which have little or no connection or affinity 
Dick Bray ex-Muskie athlete shots. At the end of the quarter, ing honors for the night with 14 Biley, f o o o o M'r'dth, c o o 5 o to each other have missed a very important boat. Xavier is cen-
' · d t 8 11 · Daily, f • O l l · 1 Br'k'h't, c O 3 i 3 • turned sportscaster; Hal Pen- the score was tie a -a · points. M'Ei•n, f o l 4 1 e•n•stz, g o a a a stituted of Xavier Men ... nothing else. 
nington, Musketeer Club Presi- In the second period it became Head. Football Coach Ed .Klus- :~l~s'::i.~ g = ~ 1= =~~:.rig ~ ~ ~ ~ Football never quite leaves x, basketball has to wait until Kins 
dent, and Rev. J. Pete~ Busch- apparent that the. powerf':'l Dorm k~ presented Coach !'fargerum :,~'·~n.cg ~ ~ ~ ~Totals t 17 17 35 Pl kin evacuates the stadium, basebaH has to play around the beef 
mann, S.J., team chaplain. Students were going to win much with the trop~y that .will be kept Santu,u. g t o 1 a t ':t while they sweat through Dr. Bushnell's hectic 20 days. Last 
. Freshman numerals ~ere m~r- as they please~. The Day Hops by the D_ormies until ne~t ye~r ~f!~•c~: = ~ g g : Sru da the coming season's football schedule notins only two 
ited by John Albrink, Jim played ball bke some grade when this annual classic will Tobin, g o a o a :: Y I Obi U and Great Lakes Navy Base who replaeed 
Boothe, Al Cecere, Jo~ Heath, school kids just learni!1g the ag.ain be. pla~ed. with the Dor- ~::>i g g ~ ~ ~ :b n1::;;~~ 111° d fearful Villanova. Jay Kelly, Tom McDevitt, Tom game. Midway in the period, the mies agam winning. Totals 1114 20 50 e W I v e an 
Miller, John Moher, Len Spald-
ing, and Billy Veith. Bob Fin-
nell, Frosh Coach, presented the 
awards to his men who won ten 
of seventeen games during the 
season. 
Managers George Wieschorster 
and Vic Oberding also were 
cited. 
Dance in Air-Filtered Comfort 
On Cincy's Largest, Finen Floo~ 
Ralph Marterei 
and BJs Orehestra 
SATURDAY EVENING 






606 Vine St. 
PArkwa7 7345 
I STARTED 
SMOKING CAMELS AFTER 
TRYING MANY BRANDS. I FOUND 
CAMELS' MILDNESS AND F&.AVOR 
FAR MORE ENJOYABLE THAN 
THE REST. YOU WILL, TOO! 
Wl-IY DON'T YOU TRY 
CAMELS TODAY? 
Jane Greer says: "I was 
a band singer when a picture 
magazine asked me to pose 
in the new WAC uniforms. 
Hollywood saw my picture, 
liked it and overnight I was 
in movies. From then on, 
it was hard work and 
perseverance." 
START SMOKING CAMELS YOURSELFI 
Smoke only Camels for 30 days and find out why 
Camels are America's most popular cigarette. 
See how mild and navorful a cigarette can be! 
MEIS AGREE WITH MORE PEOPLE 
IHAN ANY OTl-IEA. CIGAFl.ETTE 1 .. 
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'ELEVATE CHANG FOR KOREAN VICTORY,' DR. LINK URGES 
of the Interin Legislative As- · of Australia and New Zealand, firmly believes that a two-party 
By Dr. Jo•eph Link, Jr. sembly, Vice-Chairman of the and he was. then duly recognized system is essential .to a ~ealthy 
Copyright, 1954, Dr. Link, Jr. Korean American Association, for his international contribution democracy. He b:heves m the 
In the twilight days of the and finally in 1946 as a popularly by the largest Jesuit university elected re~resen~ative of the peo-
career of President Syngman elected member of the National in America-Fordham University ple and is anxious that Amer-
Rhee of the Republic of Kor- Assembly of the Republic of in New York-with his second ica, having spent millions of dol-
Korea: Honorary of Laws degree. lars and thousands of Hv.es fig~t-
ea, the world seeks a quali- Now a recognized leading fig- ·capping his successful diplo- ing f01: De~1ocracy a~ainst dic-
fied, able and young new ure in national political life, Dr. matic career abroad when the tutorship will not withdraw . to 
leader for the young new Re- Chang was named Chairman of honor, name, and prestige of. his !urn over the coun~r! for .which 
public founded and sponsored by the Liaison Committee on For- young Republic was at is high- it fought to a pohhcal dictator 
the United Nations in the Far eign Relations of the ROK Na- est, Dr. Chang was called back as bad as the one it has fought! 
East. None could be more com- tional Assembly. His ability was to Korea to be nominated and Rhee Dynasty · 
pletely qualified by education soon recognized and in 1948 he ·confirmed as the Prime Minister His disassociation with the 
and experience than the former was named by the· President as of the Republic. present government is proof to 
Prime Minister of the Republic of Chief of the Korean Mission to Quiet Disapproval the world J:>y action of his be-
Korea, Dr. John Myung Chang, the Third Gen~ral Asse~bly of Resigning his position of Prime liefs. Since the Martial Law de-
who resigned his position as the ~N at. P.aris and Chief ~f a Minister, Dr. Chang publicly clared by Syngman Rhee in May, 
Prime Minister upon the success- Specm~ ~1ss10n ~o the Vatt:an. showed his disapproval of the 1952, the arrest of opposition As-
ful completion of his mission as ~or his international contribu- Syngman Rhee government be- semblymen, the banning of Voice 
Chief of the Korean Mission to hon to peace and democracy, D~. cause of its waste and corrup- of America for critii;izing his 
the Sixth General Assembly of Chang was called back to his tion. Long an advocate of hon- government, the controlling of 
the United Nations in Paris. Dr. Joseph Link, Jr. alma-mater-Manhat~a~ C~llege esty in government,- morality in all press and radio, and the forc-
Chang U. S. College Grad with whom he came in frequent -and awarded the distmction of living, and respect for the rights ing of his own re-election on 
Dr. Chang, a native of Seoul contact. For the next 16 years an Honorary degree, Doctor of of his fellowmen, Dr. John July 4 in the National Assembly, 
where he was born in 1899, is Jhe until 1947, Dr. Chang served as Laws. Chang, by his record alone and Syngman Rhee has proved to the 
father of seven children and a Principal, of the Tong Sung Mid- First Korean Ambassador now by his quiet existence and world that he has created another 
devote Roman Catholic. Finish- dle School in Seoul. The following year in 1949 the respectful silence, has proved Dynasty in· Korea without re-
ing the Government Agricultural During this time, in 1945 ·he Republic of Korea, an infant i~ himself worthy and deserving of spect or regard for the UN, its 
School in Soowon, he attended was persuaded by friends to serve the diplomatic world, opened its the vital and healthy leadership purpose and the guiding friendly 
the YMCA Engli~h School i.n his country in political life, and first Embassy in· Washington, so desperately needed today in hand of its Commission. Military 
Seoul before leaving Korea m he became a member of the Rep- D. C. with Dr. John Myung Chang the Republic of Korea. victory in Korea, now seeming 
1921 for the Venard Pr~paratory resentative Democratic Council, as its first Ambassador. The fol- Dr. Chang is a new brand of I possible for the democratic na-
College at Clarks Summit, Penn- formed at that time by American lowing year it was Dr. Chang Asiatic leader. He doesn't approve tions of the world, must be ac-
sylvania. A~ter a y~ar here, Dr. General John R. Hodge. This was again to serve as Chief of a Spe- of black market operations and companied by political victory or 
Chang studied durmg the next followed by service as a member cial Mission to the Government graf.t. He welcomes criticism and all else has been lost. 
four years at Manhattan College, ------------------------------------------------------
New York City, receiving his 
Bachelor's degree in 1925 and 
then returned to his native Korea 
to serve as a teacher at the Mary-
knoll Mission for 5 years. His 
religious training and American 
education gave him confidence 
and desire to work among his 
native countrymen as a leader 
and teacher, a· profession in 
which he gained much respect 
and admiration of the thousands 
'Operation' Begins; 
Committee Formed 
First applications for Operation 
Youth to be held June 12-19 on 
the Xavier Campus are now being 
received, Mr. John A. Moser, di-
rector, announced. 
Last year, K of C councils 
throughout Ohio sponsored 110 
boys. Other scholarships were 
provided by the Catholic Order 
of Foresters and Kiwanis Clubs, 
who will hear Operation Youth 
officials renew their interest in 
meetings later this year. The 
Catholic War Veterans of Wis-
consin have requested material 
for distribution to 27 state posts. 
An article in the Wisconsin Cath-
olic Veteran newspaper, written 
by a '53 OY boy, prompted the 
request. 
A new look to Operation Youth 
is a recently-formed committee, 
set up to evaluate the content for 
the benefit of future OY pro-
grams. Heading the group is Rev. 
Paul L O'Connor, S.J., dean, and 
he is assisted by Rev. John J, 
Wenzel, S.J., Rev. Patrick H. 
Ratterman, S.J., Dr. Raymond F. 
McCoy and Dr. Frank A Peters. 
Dial Gets New Position 
Mr. Victor L. Dial, former in-
structor of speech and dramatic 
art at Xavier, is now assistant di-
rector of the American Academy 
of Arts and Sciences in New 
York. Mr. Dial, who left Xavier 
in May, 1953, joins a school whose 
lecturers include Ethel Barry-
more. 
Got the Good Word? 
AMERICANA 
Watch· For It! 
IT'S ALL A MATTER OF TASTE 
When you come right down to it, you 
smoke1 for one simple reason ••• enjoy-
ment. And smoking enjoyment is all a 
matter of taste. Yes, taste is what counts 
in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better. 
Two facts explain why Luckies taste 
better. First, L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike 
means fine tobacco ••• light, mild, good-
tasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are ac-
tually made better to taste better • • • 
always round, firm, fully packed to draw 
freely and smoke evenly. 
So, for the enjoyment you get from 
better taste, and only from better taste, 
Be Happy-Go Lucky. Get a pack or a 
.... carton of better-tasting Luckies today. 
·~~·~:·.•.;.:•.:.: ... ~.,, ' 
took for taste• 
In ciga~,t~~! l0~p Y9.,"e·~~i~\u .,at'" 
Ho# " L. that "' ~ 'k I ·Go out and s:~ir \.ucky Str• e 
Of sW\OO~n 
1 . ..., Kass er., . v ·versitY 
Colurnf>1a IU 
COPlt,, THC AMllllCAN TO•ACCO COMPANY 
S '\teS "ave better 1est• . 
1.uf!,ia:~~ theY ·~~j[~~ friend~, 




Where's your llngle t -lt'11 easier than you think to 
_make· $25 by writing a Lucky 
Strike jin1le like those you see 
in this ad. Yes, we need jingles 
-and we pay $25 for every one 
we use! So send as many as you 
like .to: Happy-Go-Lucky, P.O. 
Box 67, New York 46, N. Y. 
LUCKIES Tim BmER.:5. 
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DOWN FRONT 
By Mayo Mo1a1 
I • N d A c l came to Xavier in 1946 as an in-nsernl ame S OnSll tant structor in Spanish and educa-
tion. In 1952 he was elevated to 
For. New Language Dictionary an assista.nt professo~ship in the 
same subJects; and m the same 
The Encyclopedia Britannica bility in the new dictionary· will year he became chairman of the 
World Language Dictionary has be in his main field of knowl- modern language department. 
announced that Mr. Frank M. edge, the Spanish section. The 
lnserni, chairman of the Xavier book itself wi~l cover si.x ot~er Klingenberg Represents X 
modern language department, languages besides Spanish, m- Xavier was represented by Dr. 
_____ ....., ___________________ has been appointed a consulting clu~ing Engli~h, German,, F~ench, Joseph J. Klingenberg, assistant 
• Italian, Swedish, and Yiddish. professor of chemistry, and nine "Dial M for Murder," opening next week at the Cox 
Theatre, is the first of three fine stage productions coming 
fresh from Broadway to end the Cincinnati theatre season 
in a blaze of glory. With "Dial M" to touch it off, the blaze 
should be a bright one. 
A murder mystery good enough French movie was a good choice 
to have logged. nearly 600 per- -well-directed, nhel1 photo-
formances in its New York run, graphed and neatly acted. Vivid 
"Dial M" ·is a good cut above the In Its telling of the 1tru11les of 
ordinary mystery play, even far- a blinded engineer, the picture 
ther superior to such channel ls Just as sure-footed in Its ten-
chicanery as "RocJty King." The der cataloguing of the difficult 
play stars Maurice (Richard II) emotions of Its principals. Among 
Evans and casts him as the these, lean Gabln was superb as 
would:be perpetrator of the per- the blinded Raymond Plnsard, 
feet crime. There's too much de- Suzanne Dehelly equally pro-
tail to re-cap the plot, but take flclent in her poignant portrayal 
my word for it; you won't see of the savl~g Sister Gabrielle. 
theatre this good on your TV set. TRES BIEN·• • • 
Mr. Frank M. lnseml 
Mr. Inserni received his bach- students at the fourth annual Re-
elor's degree from the' Univer- gional Meeting of the American 
sity of Puerto Rico in 1941, and Chemical Society at the Univer-
his master's degree from More- sity of Dayton on Mar. 19 and 




· N.B. The time ls ripe to get Tops in town is "Red Garters," 
tickets for "My Three Angels"- at the RKO Palace, a high-sty1ed 
~.&.-. An Independent Sine~ 184Z 
the hilarious Walter Slezak ve- spoof of horse opera that com- editor of the dictionary. The 
hlcle (Cox, Aprll 5), and Rod- bines colorful photography, fine book is now under preparation 
gers• and Hammerstein's. great songs, and surrealistic sets to by the Encyclopedia Britannica 
"The King and I" (Taft, April produce a real bonanza of good publishing firm. 
lZ). Seats wlll be scarce. ~u~n~·==========~~M~r.~I~n~se~m~i'~s ~ch~i~ef~r~e~spo~n~s~i-~======================== ... .' 
Though a convocation sliced 
heavily into the ranks of the 
"regulars" at the recent Fine 
Arts lecture on "Faust," there 
still was little excuse, in a uni-
versity of supposedly intelligent 
beings, for the disheartening at-
tendance. Mr. Bourgeois, the 
speaker, brought out the fine 
points of the Goethe tragedy, un-
covered an analogy of Fall and 
Redemption that I, for one, had 
never before been aware of. 
Next week: Father John J. Wen-
zel "On Chesterton," Wednesday, 
1 :30, Fine Arts room. And a 
crowd? 
'ON TOE SCREEN: 
Campus cinema got a shot In 
the arm from the Language 
Clubs' pre~ntatlon of "Night Is 
My Kingdom." The recent (1952) 
Next Year's Social 
Schedule Revealed 
For the benefit of campus or-
ganizations who are planning 
their activities for next year, the 
following social calendar is an-
. nounced for 1954-55. The Home-
coming Dance will be held Nov. 
13, 1954. In 1955 the Military 
Ball will lead off Jan. 14 fol-
lowed by the Mardi Gras Festi-
val Feb. 18 and 19. The Junior 
Prom will be held Apr. ·22 with 
the ·clef Club Dance and Family 
Day set ,for May 20 and 21. 
All activities by campus or-
ganizations m u s t be cleared 
through the office of the Dean 
. of Men, Rev. Patrick H. Ratter-
man, S.J. This procedure will in-
sure each club of obtaining a 
date for their social events which 















Anotfaer fatno11s name 
Is added to tlae 
Maflleu laflel • • • 
I 0·00 to 20·00 
Introducing Disney Hats for men ... new· at 
Mobley al'ld Carew. Fashion offers nothing 
finer than these perfectly-proportioned hots made 
of imported furs and crafted by 
master hatters. Hat luxury at a price to fit 
your budget. Sketched are just 
three from a large collection of the newest 
shapes and shades for Spring '54. Choose 
your favorite Disney Hat today! 
MEN'S HATS e. SECOND FLOOR 
Mahley a farew 
. . 
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Alumni Looks To Bigger Derby; Dads Pledge Aid To Logan Hall 
Blue And White Derby Drive To 011en Sunday; • Dads Club Backs Drive To Furnish Logan Lab; 
Conuuittee Urges Greater Alumni Partici1mtion Mardi Gras Groiip President Luebbe Lauds Parents' Generosity 
By Doi> Murray, News Associttle E1litor To Discuss Plans At the last meeting of the dent of the club, M.r. Fred 
h . f Dads Club Trustees, the dads, Luebbe. Plans are now being 
With an eye toward equipping hind them, the Derby commit- Bill Trischler, Ge airman .0t by a unanimous action, decided made to 'contact all Xavier Dads. 
one of the two remaining unfur- tee members, headed this year next year's Mardi ras comm1 - to inform Rev. James F. Mag. In a recent letter to the Dads, 
nished labs in Logan Hall, The by Mr. Paul Geoghegan, hope t. e e h as an - uire, S.J., president of the U1,?i- Mr. Luebbe wrote, "Xavier Dads 
Alumni Association is organizing to raise the percentage of par- n ° u need a versity, that Xavier parents have compiled a record of gen-
another Blue and White Derby, ticipating alumni well over the meeting which would be asked to contribute erosity which is the envy of 
which will get under way this mark realized in 19s3, and thus will be held at once again for the completion of many colleges and universities. 
Sunday, Mar. 28. Using the do- make the 1954 drive a more sue- 7 p. m. next the new Logan Hall Chemistry I firmly believe that you have 
nations received during last year's cessful one. Mo11day. All Building. responded because your Trustees 
Blue and White Derby, the A- Mr. Geoghegan announced that students w h 0 After the Dads Club Drive of have proposed only worthy, nec-
lumni was able to furnish the local alumni and graduates liv- are interested last year, the University was essary objectives. I am confident 
new Graduate Research Labora- ing in cities where the alumni ~~':ne inav~t~d e~~ jjJi~L..... able to furnish completely the you will show typical interest 
tory, as 24.5% of all Xavier groups are organized, will be new Organic Laboratory. At the and courtesy when you are 
alumni took an active part in contacted personally by one of Press their Trischler same time, thanks to the efforts asked." 
the drive. the solicitors sometime dw:ing views and sug- of the Alumni Association, it 
W "th ' pe ·1'cnce be th D b · d h' h t d gestions on next year's drive. l a years ex · 1 · - e er Y per10 w ic ex en s was outfitting the new Graduate 
Ma1·y ls Tlte11ie 
Of Religion Contest 
A 11 undergraduate students 
are eligible to compete in the 
annual Religion Essay Contest. 
A gold key is awarded to the 
freshman or sophomore who 
submits the best essay, by the 
local chapter of the National 
Jesuit Honor Society. The jun-
ior or senior who submits the 
best essay will be awarded the 
David Snyder Medal which was 
endowed by Mr. and Mrs. John 
W. Snyder of Portsmouth, in 
memory of their son David who 
was a member of the class of '31. 
Contestants are to submit a 
critical review of any one of the 
following books on the Blessed 
Virgin: Our Lady in the Modern 
Worlcl by Daniel Lord, S.J., And 
the Light Sliines in Darkness by 
J. V. Bainvel, S.J., The Mystery 
of the Divine Motherhood by 
Charles Feekes, The Virgin Mary 
by Jean Guitton, The Reed of 
God by Caryll Houselander, The 
Mother of Jesus by Chanoine H. 
Morice, Queen of Militants by 
Emil Neubert, S.M., The Mother 
of God by M. M. Philipon, O.P., 
Mary in 01ir Soul Life by Raoul 
Plus, S.J., Mary's Part in Our 
Redemption by Canon George 
Smith and The World's First 
Love by Bishop Fulton J. Sheen. 
Manuscripts are to be submit-
ted to Rev. John J. Wenzel, S.J., 
chairman of the department of 
theology, by May 1. They are 
not to exceed 1000 words or con-
tain fewer than 850 words. 
Marian Congress 
To Convene At UD 
The Fifth Annual Marian Con-
gress of the Ohio-Kentucky Re-
gion of the NFCCS will convene 
tomorrow in the Marian Library 
of the University of Dayton. 
· Xavier men, Joe Burke, Leo 
Grahek, Dick Francis and Jim 
Brandabur will be featured on a 
panel which will discuss "The 
Immaculate Conception and the 
Apostolate." 
In addition to the Xavier dele-
gation, Cincinnati will be repre-
sented by students from Our 
Lady of Cincinnati College, Mt. 
St. Joseph College and Villa 
Madonna College. There will also 
be students from Bellarmine 
College, Nazareth College and 
Ursuline College in houisville 
and St. Mary of the Springs in 
Columbus. 
Tavern Inducts New :Men 
The Mermaid Tavern received 
four questants into their mem-
bership last Monday night, an-
nounced Rev. Paul J. Sweeney, 
S. J., moderator of The Tavern. 
The four new men are Dick Cos-
tello, class of '55, Bill Ferrier, 
class of '56, Dennis Murphy, 
class of '54, and Andrew Sparke, 
class of '57. Bill Ferrier hails 
from .Chicago and the other three 
are from Cincinnati. 
These new members bring the 
undergraduate membership of 
The Tavern to 16. 
f M 28 t A 22 N t . The room, in which the meet- Econ Profs On Ra.d1"0 ram ar. o pr. · a ion- Research Laboratory. There now 
1 1 · ·11 b t t d b ing will be held, will be an-a a umm w1 c con ac e Y a remain only two unequipped Two members of the Xavier · d' t ·1 · · nounced on the Bulletin Board vigorous irec mai campaign. · labs, namely the Quantitat1've economics de par ·t men t, Dr. 
A prize of an all-expense trip 
to the Kentucky Derby has been 
arranged as an added incentive 
to solicitors. The method of de-
termining the winner of the trip 
will be decided at the next meet-
ing of the Blue and White Der-
by Committee. 
in Science Hall. ' 
Analysis and the Physical Chem- Thomas J. Hailstones and Rev. 
, , istry Laboratories. This year the Clifford S. Besse, S.J., appeared 
Hnrrnuans Announce Birth Dads will unde1·take the project with graduate student John B. 
Mr. Gerald E. Harriman, assis- of equipping one of these labs, Steinbruegge on the WSAI 
tant dean of the Xavier Evening and the Alumni will equip the "Campus Callboard" program 
College, and Mrs. Harriman have other. last Saturday, Mar. 20.. Subject 
announced the birth, on Mar. 16, To lead the Dads in the 1954 for their discussion was the 
of their third child, a daughter. fund-raising campaign is Presi- "Guaranteed Annual Wage." 
Your Wings are 
your Passport 
,,::'.;;c.r.;~'.0.::'.:<~:;:':, :f'. .: .•. :;,, .... ,,.;\'.~:.:.;.:,~(i;;,;;:J.: < ~ .. ,:.,: ..•.•... ·\ .... 
. 
.,_ wherever you go ... 
Your Air F01·ce wings are your 
personal passport to universal re-
spect and admiration. They're a 
sign-recognized everywhere-
that mark you as one of America's 
finest. 
To wear them, you must win 
them ... as an Aviation Cadet. 
They come with the gold bars of 
an Air Force Lieutenant and 
earnings of over $5,000 a year! 
They come complete with the 
admiration of a grateful Nation. 
If you're single, between 19 and 
267\l, prepare to win this passport 
to success. Join the Aviation 
Cadets! For further information, 
fill out this coupon today. 
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 
.---------- ~--­CNI 
AVIATION CADET, AFPTR·P-4· 
Headquarters, U.S.A.F. "~·· . 
Washington 25, D.C. 
... 
Please send me information on 
my opportunities as an Air 
Force Pi lot. 
Name ............................................................... . 
Addrt11 ........................................................... . 
Cily .................................... State ....................... . 
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The Night Side of The News Graduate Fellowships Opened 
Social Cl hh . · By AEC In New Pl1ysics Field 
. u els Delta Nu Alpha Members . College s~1:iors majoring in chemi.stry, physics, or engin-
To Pick 1954 Lady ·· · - eermg are eligible to apply for Atomic Energy Commission-
of E 
• C 11 sponsored graduate fellowships in radiological physics for the 
ven111g 0 ege 1954-55 school year. 
·By Dorothy Trllgcscr Radiological physics is a new and expanding field of sci-
Nominations for Lady of the ience. It is concerned with health -------. -------
Evening College will b ac- physics, radia.ti?n monitoring and tio~al L_aboratory, ~nother by the 
. e control, rad101solope measure- U111versity of \Vashmgton and the 
cepted at the next Social Club mcnts, and similar activities as- Hanford Works of the AEC, and 
meeting, Monday evening, sociated with the use of radioiso- the third by Vanderbilt Univer-
Apr. 5. Any EC student may topes or the release of nuclear sity and the Oak Ridge National 
nominate one of the evening col- energy. Laboratory. 
lege girls for the honor. How- As many as 75 fellowships may In each case, nine months of 
ever, in order for a candidate to be awarded, with full-accredited course work at the university is 
pe eligible nominations must be graduate study to be carried out followed by three months of ad-
made in p~rson at the meeting. in three locations. One program ditional study and field training 
Although the EC girls reign at is operated by the University of a.t the cooperating ~EC insta!la-
. . Rochester and Brookhaven Na- hon. The program is accredited 
day school funct10ns at different f d t 1 1 t · · I d 
times throughout the year, the . or gt ra uad e- evde ramdmdg ea -
1 xu · · " · ,,,., Five Law· Grants mg owar an a vance egree. 
a~nua 
1 
EEC. Spr~n~l Dance ~~ Pictured above are the newly chosen ofi'icers of the XUEC chap- Basic stipened for fellows is 
t ~ on Y ver~mg. 0 efe aifau ter, Delta Nu Al1•ha, National Trans11ortation Fraternity. (See XU Announced By ND $1600 per year, with an allowance 
w en a queen is Cl owncc · News, l\lar. 12, 1954) of $350 if married and $350 for 
The 1954 Lady of the ~vening The graduate school of Notre each dependent child. University 
College and her. escort will se~·ve Advertisers' Club EC Al G Dame University has announced tuition and required fees will be 
as Lady and Kmght at the Sprmg 
1 ll.mnae rOltp the offering of five tuition schol- paid by the Oak Ridge Institute 
Dance, May 28, at the Kemper Features Contest To Fete Students arships in the field of law. In- of Nuclear Studies, which admin-
Lane Hotel. quiries should be addressed to isters the program for the AEC. 
Advertising students in the The Alumnae Association of Rev. Louis J.- Thornton, C.S.C., 
Niglit School Plans 
To Hold Mid-Te1·1n 
Exa1ns Mcu·. 25-31 
E · C 11 11 l' 'bl Additional information con-venmg o ege arc a e 1g1 e XUEC is extending an invitation director of admissions of the 
to compete in an advertising h 1 A r t h ld l cerning the program may be ob-
t t 
to all women students of the sc 0~ : PP JCan s s ou ma (e tained from science department 
con es sponsored by the Cincin- prov1s10n to take the Law School 
nati Industrial Advertisers' As- evening college to attend an invi- Test administered by the Edu- heads or by writing the Univer-
sociation. Contestants are to sub- tational tea, Sunday, Mar. 28, at cational Testing Service, Post Of- sity Relations Division of the O<J,.k 
mit an advertising campaign to the Evanston Campus. Miss Doro- fice Box 592, Princeton, N. J. The Ridge Institute of Nuclear Stti-
Regulations for the mid-sem- Mr. Arthur W. Volek, instructor test will be offei·ed Apr. 10 and dies, P. 0. Box 117, Oak Ridge, thy Lett, president of the alum- T 
ester exams have been officially in advertising, before Apr. 22. application for admission to it ennessee. 
d b R 11 J W 11 Tl t f ti 
· nae group will act as hostess. -------------announce y usse . a cer, w crea or o 1e campaign should be made immediately. 
dean of the Evening College. which Mr. Volek judges to be The tea will be a social affair 
l
~.,,.f· '· . 
Mid-s e me s t e r examinations the best will be awarded a $25.00 at which the newer students will 
must be taken in order to re- savings bond. Additional details be introduced to the members of 
ceive credit for any course. may be obtained from Mr. Volek. the Alumnae. The purpose of the 
Make-up exams will be given The contest was inaugurated tea is to acquaint any prospective 
for students who fail to take the last year and promises to be a members with the functions of 
scheduled tests and the usual very interesting feature for ad- the organization and to announce 
fee of $2.00 wiil be charged for· vertising students. the requirements for membership. 
the extra exam in the case of 
any unexcused. absence from the 
original exam. 
Examination schedule is as 
follows: 
Thursday evening classes Mar. 25 
Friday evening classes Mar. 26 
Monday evening classes Mar. 29 
Tuesday evening classes Mar. 30 
Wed. evening classes Mar. 31 
To I~ibrary 
Grace Hi1ikle 
Statues To Return, 
Jesuit Saints To 
During the last few months, of Hinkle Hall. The architect's 
students who frequent the Xav- plans have already been corn-
ier Library have been heard to pleted. The two statues will 
remark on the absence of the probably be images of St. Ig-
familiar statues which custom- natius Loyola, Jesuit founder, 
., • arily stand on pedestals placed and St. Isaac Jogues, famous 
Placeinent Service along the walls. North American martyr. 
C 
Mr. Edward P. VonderHaar, 
Now Offered At E Director of Public Relations shed M .d Tavern 
Castor 
Another step forward was tak- some light on the question this erlUal 
en this semester when Evening week when he told The News Publishes 
College officials arranged through that the s!atues ha~ been re-
the Placement Office to have em- moved wl11le the library was The Mermaid Tavern announces 
ployers come to the Evening Col- being cleaned .an? that they will the following program of meet· 
lege to interview prospective em- be replaced w1th111 a few weeks. ings for the second semester. 
ployees. At the. present time, the s~at- Feb. 15: Anniversary Highday 
Although the progi·am is just ues, wluch are plaster artist's (All-patron) 
getting underway, companies models of other rather well Feb. 22: Cherub Quesant 
contacted thus far have shown k_nown s!atues throughout !he Mar. 1: Friday Room Highday 
considerable interest. city, are m the ~rocess of bemg Mar. 8: Aquinas Highday 
Names of employers, dates of clean~d and repaire~. Mar. 22: Eyas Wrighting 
interviews, qualifications for in- Wh!le on the subJect of stat- Mar. 29: All-fools Tavern 
terviewers, and other pertinent u_es, Mr. Vonder!l~ar also men- Apr. 5: Cinderella's Ashes 
information will be posted on the tionedb .that delfmtitef'lpllatnhs tare Apr. 19: Easter Highday 
bulletin boards at the Evening now emg m~c e 0 1 e . wo (All-patron) 
College. Students interested in long-vacant ntches on the frnnt Apr. 26: Host's Highday 
attending these interviews should May 3: May Day Tavern 
consult th~ Evening College office Cissell To Speak In La. May 10: Globe Highday 
to make fmal arrangements. Mr. Robert F. Cissell, assistant May 17: Bloomsbury Jacques. 
pl'Ofessor of mathematics and May 24: Bede Highday 
walker Announces drawing, will address the Na- June 8: Sores Highday 
Obiter Dicta 
(Continued from Page 2) 
old grouch, who's glasses aren't 
strong enough to show him on 
which side his bread is buttered. 
No singing in here, you can't 
stand in the aisle, keep it quiet, 
etc. Frankly, I classify myself 
as young yet, and, well, aware 
of the fact that it is quite as 
normal· for the young to be ac-
tive and a little on the boister-
ous side as it is for an older per-
son to enjoy a more quiet steady 
~- HOW'D YOU LIKE TO ... 
'.'if earn $5000 




in the U.S. 
air force? 
time. If some place would prefer Robert J. Griner, 
the quiet type, let us leave it Captain USAF 
for the older crowd, or, for when } Aviation Cadet Selec-
. · d · tion Team No. 408 we are m a more quiet moo . .} will be at • 
But let's line up a few good· ~ Xavier University 
places where we can go for a on 
good time. < April 6th and 7th. 
Such places exist, but for the South nali° from 9:30 
most part are too small or are A. M. to 4 P. M. 
too far distant. Here is betting 
tomorrow's paycheck a gains t 
yesterday's toothache that if our 
collective minds were to get to- :.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111: 
gether it would take little effort E: 5 
to interest someone in providing 5 : 
such a place. There is a lot of E: .NEW S 
student money being spent, and : : 
how many of us feel we would 5 ENGLAND 5 
rather spend it at some other : E 
place which could provide all 5 : 
these other things plus a little : HAT S 
opportunity for us to act our age. : 5 
Tne crowds at Kern's, Car- 5 MANUFACTURING S 
ley's, Fenwick's, etc., all show : : 
the eagerness of youth for so- 5 S 
cialability. Why not get a bigger : COMPANY 5 
and better place. If we can : 5 
change the world, LET'S DO IT. S S - -5 118 East Sixth Street 5 - -- -A Tradition 
Xavier University is the third 
save oldest Catholic university in 
America. 
tional Family Life Conference (All-patron) 
Enroll1nent Of 1165 on Mar. 26, in New Orleans, La. Summer sessions 
Dean Russell J. Walker re-
ported highest second semester 
registration in years at the Xav-
ier University Evening College. 
With 285 students in short-term 
courses, registration r e a c h e d 
1,165. Enrollment in the eight-
week courses breaks down as fol-
lows: Contract Bridge, 105; Home 
Maintenance and Repair, 80; 
Home Gardening, 25; Explora-
tions Into Advertising, 60; What 
Everyone Should Know About 
the Income Tax, 15. 
He will speak on "Family Secur- (All highdays on Monday, 
ity through Life Insurance." Sores-Tuesday.) 
: Cincinnati, Ohio : - -- -- -- -= = :111111111111111111111111111111111 II II I I I I I llU: 
EC Parking Bannecl 
The Cincinnati Fire Department 
has forbidden all parking in the 
Evening College school yard. 
-IF'r'OU PUJ...L ME 
JN, THE'f'l-L. THINK 
YOU'RE CRAZ'{/'.''- _ 
I WON'TTAL.K-SO -
'IOU CAN'T PROVE 
l'M NOT A NE:C:KTJr::.~ 
SURE 1 C:::.A.N !:."-A REAl-
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SOUTH HALL SURVEY: Grad, Prof Write Beyond X- Horizon ~0e0r~~nf~e b~!ds~~e 0:0~~urb:a;!; 
'Fl e' p (Continued from Page 2) of commission for the rest of the 
Do you think that the Reserve John Rolfes, Second Year Basic: llOrenon aper th . bl k d h't evening. All except the Honor-
offlcen, Training Program at "I think ROTC has become 8 ere m ac an ~v 1 e. ary Lieutenant - Colonel, who 
game. The at- Dr. Richard J. Garascla, asso- And then there is the half- b t . 
1939 Xavier benefits the students en· titude of the ciate professor of chemistry, and page ad from Mahley and Carew wore 00 6 m · 
rolled In It? t d t h t Richard J. Overberg, former . . • • • 
~~vf~ i:r~:e graduate student, are the authors back m 1941 anno~ncmg thl at While there are some teachers 
James Sanger, 1st Year Basic: that you would of "Some New 1, 7-Disubstituted every Saturday he did not P ay who feel that giving a student a 
"The ROTC is to a college stu- ex Pe ct of a Fluorenones" appearing in the football, star Xlavier Halfback grade of Satisfactory or Unsatis-
dent a very op- high sch 00 1 January issue of The Journal of Chet Mutryn would be associated factory is about as close as one 
port u n e and student. It is Organic Chemistry. Son of E. J. with their College Shop-or if can come to evaluating the stu-
beneficial pro- my 0 pin i 0 n Overberg, newly appointed Su- one wanted anything in the way dent's knowledge in this or that 
gram. It occurs that the grade perintendent of Buildings and of men's furnishings to see Red course, at Williams College in 
at the time in school space cadet would pay Grounds, young Overberg who Lavelle . . . Burkhardt's Campus Mass., there is a grading system 
the student's more attention to this training holds both bachelor. and. master Representative. which recognizes pluses and mi-
life when the if he had the chance. I think that degre~s from Xavier JS now And pity the poor young thing nuses! The scale runs from twelve 
the disciplinary actions taken by studying .for a. Ph.D. at George- who had to dance with a Xavier for an A plus to one for a D-mi-discipline of t u t 
this t Y Pe of the Military department are very own mversi y. cadet at the 1936 Military Ball: nus. Althou~h ~here is .no zero 
. . Those were the days when the grade, an E 1s given a mmus one 
trammg rounds lax. The only way to get some Parking in the cafeteria drive ROTC uniform came with knee- so that a poor student could very 
him out and makes a better man cooperation here at Xavier is to is reserved for faculty members boots ,nothing like the low-cuts well end the course owing points 
of him. force it. between 11 a. m. and 2 p. m. of today. Oh they were snappy to the teacher. 
Though the benefits of ROTC ----------------------------------------------------
are not always visible to the stu- • ... • 
dent at the time he is training, 
these benefits show up in later 
life to make him better qualified 
to stand alone in adversity and 
to overcome it, and to co-operate 
to the fullest with his fellow 
man." 
• • • 
A. D. Cash, Second Year Basic: 
"With present day world condi-
tions it seems 
necessary f o r 
':the· university 
to have an ef-
ficient R 0 TC 
program. Th e 
military p er -
sonnel realizes 
this f a c t and 
is trying to 
keep its classroom instruction 
and Corps Day drills at a high 
level. However, on Friday they 
tend to carry their military ex-
actness too far with such things 
as stationing their eyes and ears 
all over the campus just to catch 
a military student off his guard. 
Let's hope that the wide spread 
disapproval will bring about its 
elimination." 
• • • 
Prank Stenker, Veteran: "Gen· 
tlemen and boys! I have been in 
the service for 
four years, and 
I have seen it 
and had it. 
Don't let any-
one kid you or 
tell you differ· 
ently, ROTC is 
great. Like 
anything_ e l s e 
it has its drawbacks but you get 
a lot more pay, privileges and 
also associate with a much higher 
class of men. SQme people say 
that being a second lieutenant is 
like being a private. To this I 
say phooie! Take advantage of 
being in a reserve program. Lis-
ten to me and you won't regret 
it." 
HOW'D YOU LIKE TO ... 
earn $5000 
a year AND 
bean 
officer 
in the U.S. 
air force? 
Robert J. Griner, 
Captain USAF 
Aviation Cadet Selec-
tion Team No. 408 
will be at 
Xavier Univenlty 
on 
April 6th and 7th. 
in 
loath Hall from 9:30 
A. M. to t P, M. 
Today's Chesterfield is the 
Best Cigarette Ever Made! 
"Ch••'terflelcl• ofor Me 1• ano_ -o...I n. ' Stanln1 l11 "Th1 Caine 
t:J~ Mutlnr Cautt Martial" 
The cigarette tested and approved by 30 
years of scient~c tobacco research. ~"-
...... ,,, ..... ~~·~ 
:: .. >:~ttJj~r~:: 
.-:~~;,~:''.;~:~;·;;;;'.:=:)\ 
"Ches'terflelds ofor Me I" 
~-¥·-~·-
The cigarette with a proven good record 
with smokers. Here is the record. Bi-monthly 
examinations of a group of smokers show no 
adverse effects to nose, throat and sinuses 
from smoking Chesterfield. 
;:,:.:::::.Jl 
The cigarette that gives you proof of 
highest quality-tow nicotine-the taste 
you want-the mildness you want. 
